What is Phenology?
Phenology is derived from the Greek
word “phaino”, meaning to show or
appear, and has two usages. First,
phenology refers to recurring plant
and animal life cycle stages, such as
leafing and flowering, maturation
of agricultural plants, emergence
of insects, and migration of birds. It
can also refer to the study of these
recurring plant and animal life cycle
stages, especially their timing and
relationships with weather 		
and climate.
Phenology, put another way, is simply
nature’s calendar—when cherry
blossoms bloom, when robins build
their nests, and when leaves turn colors
in the fall.

The USA National
Phenology Network
Taking the Pulse of Our Planet
People have tracked phenology for centuries for the most practical of
reasons: it helped them know when to hunt and fish, when to plant and
harvest crops and when to navigate waterways. Now phenology is being
used as a tool to assess climate change and its impacts on natural and
modified ecosystems.
How is the timing of events in plant and animal life cycles, like flowering
or migration, responding to climate change? And how are those
responses, in turn, affecting people and ecosystems?

Our Vision
The USA National Phenology Network (USA-NPN) encourages people
of all ages and backgrounds to observe and record phenology as a way
to discover and explore the nature and pace of our dynamic world. The
Network makes phenology data, models, and related information freely
available to empower scientists, resource managers and the public in
decision-making and adaptation in response to variable and changing
climates and environments. 								

Our Mission
The USA National Phenology Network serves science and society by
promoting a broad understanding of plant and animal phenology and
its relationship to environmental change. The Network is a consortium
of individuals and organizations that collect, share, and use phenology
data, models, and related information.

Allergy Watch

Getting Involved

Changes in phenology also impact
human health by changing patterns of
disease outbreaks and allergy seasons.
The USA-NPN is collaborating with
many partners on a new project to
predict the timing of human allergic
reactions caused by juniper pollen.
Researchers will integrate data from
citizen scientist observers of juniper
phenology, satellite images of tree
green-up, and data from health centers
to better understand the dynamics of
seasonal allergies. Better forecasting
of environmental triggers can lead to
more effective public health measures
and, consequently, improved quality of
life for seasonal allergy sufferers.

Observers
The USA-NPN invites professional
and citizen scientists to collect
observations of plant and animal
phenology and report them through
Nature’s Notebook or one of the other
programs in the network. Data collected through these programs will
be used to inform decision-making in a variety of contexts, including
agriculture, drought monitoring, and wildfire risk assessment.
Phenological information is also critical for the management of
wildlife, invasive species, agricultural pests, and other risks to human
health and welfare, including allergies, asthma, and vectorborne diseases.

Get involved as an observer at www.
usanpn.org/jpp

Partners
The USA-NPN is a network of partners working together to collect,
interpret, and utilize phenology data and related information.
Effective partnerships are critical to the success of the network.
If your organization, agency or program is interested in working
with us, please explore information for prospective partners (www.
usanpn.org/about/partners) or contact us directly. We are eager to
collaborate with educators, researchers, citizen scientist networks and
federal, state and local organizations.

Symbiosis: The Great
Sunflower Project
Partnerships with public agencies, non-governmental
organizations, and special projects are core to the success of the
USA-NPN. The Great Sunflower Project, a citizen science initiative
based at San Francisco State University, is one of the USA-NPN’s
many valuable partners. Participants in the Great Sunflower Project
track bee visitation to sunflowers planted in their gardens. They are
also invited to track the phenology of their sunflowers through the
USA-NPN. Plant phenology and bee activity data collected jointly
generate more information and produce robust data sets that can
be used to better understand relationships between plants and
pollinators.

Kids in Nature: Students Observing
the Seasons
Phenology is a great way to teach students about the life cycles
of plants and animals and to create a tangible understanding of
climate change. For example, fifth graders in Southern California
are planting phenology observation gardens and keeping an
eye on their plants for signs of leaf bud burst, flowering, and
seed dispersal. Participants also interact with researchers at the
University of California, Santa Barbara, and can compare their
results to long-term historical records like those kept in herbarium
collections.

The National Coordinating Office

								
The National Coordinating Office (NCO) of the USA-NPN is a
coordination and resource center working to advance the mission
of the USA-NPN. The NCO promotes standardized monitoring
approaches, encourages widespread collection of phenology data
and maintains an information management system, including
online interfaces and databases. The NCO facilitates basic and
applied research related to phenology, the development of
decision-support tools, and the design of educational materials
and programs.

Making the Connection –
Red Knots and
Horseshoe Crabs
Horseshoe crabs arrive at their Atlantic
coast spawning sites in the hundreds
of thousands, with each female laying
up to 90,000 or more eggs in a season.
The red knot, a migratory shorebird,
relies on this abundant but temporary
food source to survive its long journey
north. Climate change may have
already altered the cues that cause
the horseshoe crabs and red knots to
arrive simultaneously, resulting in an
ecological mismatch.

Pollination & Phenology
Pollination by native insects
contributes more than $3 billion in
agricultural crops each year. Climatedriven changes in the phenology of
crops and native insects could change
the effectiveness of insect pollination
for the better or for the worse.
However, we know very little about
how pollinator phenology is changing,
which makes it very difficult to predict
how crops will be affected and how
farmers might best adapt their
management practices. By collecting
observations of insect phenology and
crop phenology together, the USA-NPN
is contributing to our understanding of
the changes taking place and helping
to ensure the viability of crops across
the country.

Survival Secret:
Flexible Phenology
When researchers returned to Henry David Thoreau’s journals and
searched for the plants he had observed 150 years ago, they found
that many of the species had declined or disappeared entirely from
Walden Pond and the town of Concord, Massachusetts. Researchers
found that the surviving species had one thing in common: their
flowering times tracked the warming temperatures observed over
the past 150 years. Conservation and management have traditionally
focused on the geographic distributions of plants and animals, but
emerging research shows that the timing of life cycle events may be
equally important for predicting responses to climate change and
informing management practices.
Historical Data Sets
Because phenological changes can take decades to detect, the USANPN also seeks to find and share historic phenology data sets. These
valuable data sources can range from records of migratory duck
arrivals to oral histories of when to plant and harvest crops. If you
have or know about a historical data set, consider submitting basic
information about it to our data set registry tool (www.usanpn.org/
participate/dataset).
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